C O ST SAV ING PROGR AM

FOCUSED CLAIMS REVIEW

Save on medical
claims with an extra
set of expert eyes.
Add an extra step to medical claims review
so you and your employees can spend less.
To enhance our claims review process, you can now add our Focused Claims Review program
to catch overcharging through targeted reviews by our team of board-certified physicians.
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Targeting
Atypical and high-cost
claims are automatically
targeted for review

Extra step
of review

Review
Physicians review
claims and records by
their specific specialty

3
Adjustment
Unapproved claims
are sent back to the
plan for adjustment

Lower
costs

4
Payment
Approved claims are
sent to the member
for accurate payment

More
satisfaction

It starts with knowing where to look.
Most overpayment happens when claims are submitted with codes that don’t
match the services rendered, which means automated tools can miss the mistake.
We automatically target claims through our exclusive process and algorithms.
Claims with atypical billing patterns and high-costs are sent for further review.

Then we use experts to take a more detailed look.
Our team of physicians are uniquely able to review claims and medical or clinical
records by specialty for accurate coding and comparable billing practices.
Our team of board-certified physicians specialize in:
Anesthesiology

Neurology

Cardiology

Orthopedic Surgery

Chiropractic

Pain Management

Dermatology

Physiatry

ENT

Plastic Surgery

General Surgery

Podiatry

Hand Surgery

Sports Medicine

Neurological Surgery

Urology

Stop overpayment before it starts.
Adding an additional step of expert review means you won’t be billed more
than you should be and your employees will benefit from lower overall health
care costs, without needing to investigate overpayment themselves.

Contact your UnitedHealthcare representative to learn more.
You’ve carefully chosen medical benefits that will help keep your employees and your
company healthy. Let us help you protect both with Focused Claims Review.
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